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We report a simple protocol for the fabrication of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 

with a neuron-like structure for loading ultra-high densities of metal nanoparticles (NPs). The 

MWCNTs were initially coated with an anionic polyelectrolyte (PE), polystyrene sodium 

sulfonate (PSS), using a noncovalent interaction (CNT/PSS). The neuron-like structures were 

fabricated through the stepwise assembly of both the positively charged poly(allylamine) 

hydrochloride (PAH) and negatively charged poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) in a nonstoichiometric 

ratio on the CNT/PSS as a template. After three coatings with the PEs, the obtained neuron-

shaped CNTs were used as a support for loading a high density of multi-metallic NPs. 

Moreover, a unique characteristic, tunable and side specific growth of the metal NPs, was also 

observed. Our neuron-like structures with high loadings of multi-metallic NPs were 

demonstrated to be catalytic materials for the conversion of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol 

and as a convenient surface-enhanced Raman scattering substrate for biological tags and 

molecular detection. 

 

I   Introduction 1 

Recent advances in nanoparticle (NP) synthetic methodologies 2 
have led to the development of well-dispersed, metal-based 3 
catalysts, which has become an important frontier of 4 
nanomaterial studies. Specially, the synthesis and catalytic uses 5 
of mono-, bi-, and multi-metallic alloys or core-shell NPs using 6 
a variety of capping/stabilizing agents, such as surfactant 7 
micelles, dendrimers, or functional polymers, have drawn 8 
considerable attention.1,2 A central problem of the stabilizing 9 
agents is their strong interactions with metal NPs, which may 10 
alter the catalytic properties of the NPs. Moreover, the leaching 11 
of heavy metals or even dissolution may be another problem for 12 
the recovery and reuse of metal NPs.3,4 On the other hand, 13 
embedding metal NPs within polymer/polyelectrolyte matrices 14 
for practical applications, such as optoelectronics and sensor 15 
devices, show promising potential.5 Compared to the polymer 16 
chain itself, polymeric complexes have an abundance of 17 
compositions, relatively large dimensions, and diverse 18 
structures, which can be easily tailored by changing the 19 
procedure for the formation of polymeric complexes.6 Among 20 
the various types of polymeric matrices, polyelectrolyte 21 
complexes (PECs) are of considerable interest because various 22 
polyelectrolytes (PEs) are readily available. Moreover, the 23 
PECs produced using a simple mixing of oppositely charged 24 
PEs can be utilized for a wide range of metal NPs-based 25 
applications due to their large surface areas and various 26 
functional groups for high loadings of metal NPs.7-11 Here, the 27 
PEC matrix has a dual role: i) to provide a scaffold for 28 

immobilizing NPs and preventing their aggregation, and ii) to 29 
serve as a capping agent for limiting the growth of metal NPs.12 30 
However, most of the PECs reported to date have been used as 31 
templates. Relatively little attention has been focused on the 32 
synthesis of PEC-based nanocomposites using PEC as coating 33 
materials rather than as a template. Thus, the use of PECs as 34 
coating materials for the preparation of PEC-based 35 
nanocomposites with a controllable structure is highly desirable 36 
and has considerable potential for future applications. 37 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the smallest organized form of 38 
carbon, and they have received increasing scientific interest due 39 
to their unique structural, mechanical and electrical properties, 40 
which have made them one of the most attractive candidates for 41 
various potential applications.13 One way to promote the 42 
widespread use of CNTs in real applications is to develop a 43 
methodology to disperse or solubilize them in solvents. One 44 
simple method to disperse CNTs in aqueous media is to wrap 45 
them with PEs via layer-by-layer (LBL) self-assembly.14-17 46 
There is still considerable interest in developing novel 47 
wrapping methods for the preparation of CNT/PE-based 48 
nanocomposites with hierarchical structures, which exhibit 49 
unique characteristics for potential applications. 50 
 Here, we employed multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 51 
as templates to highly load metal NPs, and we successfully 52 
fabricated a metal NP-embedded MWCNT neuron-like 53 
structure via an LbL assembly technique using oppositely 54 
charged PEs. The as-received MWCNTs (p-CNT) were initially 55 
coated with an anionic PE, polystyrene sodium sulfonate (PSS), 56 
using noncovalent van der Waals interactions. Then, the coated 57 
MWCNTs were used as a template for the chronological 58 
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assembly of both the positively charged poly(allylamine) 1 
hydrochloride (PAH) and negatively charged poly(acrylic acid) 2 
(PAA) in a nonstoichiometric ratio. Because the wrapping of 3 
PSS along the sidewall of p-CNTs formed discontinuous bumps, 4 
the subsequent PEs were limitedly assembled onto certain 5 
irregular bumps on the p-CNT/PSS. Therefore, the neuron-6 
shaped hybrid structure of PEs could be formed on the p-CNTs. 7 
The obtained necklace CNTs (denoted as CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA) 8 
were tested as a support for high loadings of multi-metallic 9 
hybrid NPs (Au/Pt, Au/Ag, Ag/Pt, or Au/Pt/Ag/Pd). We also 10 
report the use of these metal NP-embedded neuron-like 11 
structures for applications that demand enhanced surface-12 
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and catalytic activities. 13 

II   Experimental section 14 

Materials. Polystyrene sodium sulfonate (PSS, Mw=70,000), 15 
poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH, Mw = 15,000), poly(acrylic 16 
acid) (PAA, Mw = 1,800), silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.99%), 17 
chloroauric acid (HAuCl4, 99.99%), chloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6, 18 
99.99%), palladium nitrate (PdN2O6), sodium borohydride (NaBH4), 19 
4-nitrophenol (4-NPh), and 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) were 20 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Multiwall carbon nanotubes 21 
(MWCNTs, CM-95) were obtained from the Hanwha Nanotech Co., 22 
Korea. All chemicals were used without further purification. The 23 
PEs and metal precursor solutions were prepared with deionized (DI) 24 
water obtained from a Millipore Simplicity 185 system. The pH was 25 
adjusted with 0.1 M HNO3 or 0.1 M NaOH. The concentrations of 26 
all metal precursors were maintained at 2.5 mM in elsewhere. 27 
 28 
Synthesis of neuron-like structure of MWCNT (p-29 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA). Initially, MWCNT (0.2 mg/mL) was 30 
ultrasonicated in water/ethanol (1:1) for 1 hour. The desired PSS-31 
coated MWCNTs (denoted as p-CNT/PSS) were prepared by mixing 32 
5 mL of the predispersed p-CNT aqueous solution and 20 mL of a 33 
PSS solution (1 mg/mL) under ultrasonic treatment for 2 hours. The 34 
resulting p-CNT/PSS was collected by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm 35 
and washed with DI water to remove excess PSS. Then, the 36 
precipitates were dried and redispersed in water at a concentration of 37 
1 mg/mL. In next step, p-CNT/PSS was used for fabrication of 38 
necklace structure using two oppositely charged PEs (PAH and PAA) 39 
into nonstoichiometric ratio (1.5:0.60); 5 mL of p-CNT/PSS was 40 
mixed with 5 mL of a PAH solution (1.5 mg/mL, pH=7) using 41 
ultrasonic treatment for 1 hour. The resulting product was denoted as 42 
a p-CNT/PSS/PAH. Finally, 5 mL of a PAA solution (0.60 mg/mL, 43 
pH=~4.0) was added to the p-CNT/PSS/PAH and further sonicated 44 
for 1 hour. Excess PAH or PAA was removed by centrifuging and 45 
successive washing with DI water. The final product was denoted as 46 
p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. 47 
 48 
Synthesis of multi-metallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 49 
(CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M, where M = Au, Pt, Ag, and/or Pd). The 50 
route for synthesizing metal NP-embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 51 
was initiated by employing p-CNT/PSS as a template. Before this 52 
step, it was necessary to prepare metal precursor-embedded PAH or 53 
PAA, i.e., PAH-M1 (M1=Au, Pt or Au/Pt) or PAA-M2, (M2=Ag, Pd 54 
or Ag/Pd). For example, to prepare PAH/Au, the pH value of PAH 55 
should be changed to 9.0 to ensure the complete ionization of its 56 
amino groups. Then, 1 mL of an aqueous HAuCl4 solution was 57 
added into the PAH solution (10 mL, 1.5 mg/mL) and stirred for 1 58 
hour. By following a similar approach, PAH/Pt was prepared using 59 
an aqueous H2PtCl6 solution (1 mL) instead of a HAuCl4 solution. 60 
The details for the synthesis and characterization of mono-metallic 61 
NP-embedded PAH and PAA have been described in our previous 62 

work.18 To prepare PAH-Au/Pt, 1 mL of a mixture (1:1=v/v) of the 63 
H2PtCl6 and HAuCl4 aqueous solutions was used. For PAA-Ag, after 64 
adjusting the pH value of the PAA aqueous solution to 5.5, the PAA 65 
solution (10 mL, 0.60 mg/mL) was mixed with 1 mL of an aqueous 66 
AgNO3 solution and stirred for 1 hour. PAA/Pd was prepared using 67 
an aqueous PdN2O6 solution (1 mL) instead of an AgNO3 solution. 68 
Using a mixture (1:1=v/v) of AgNO3 and PdN2O6 aqueous solutions 69 
allowed us to prepare PAA-Ag/Pd. Subsequently, the metal 70 
precursor-loaded PAH, PAH-M1 (M1=Au, Pt or Au/Pt), was mixed 71 
with p-CNT/PSS at a 1:1 volume ratio by ultrasonic treatment for 1 72 
hour. The p-CNT/PSS/PAH-M1 (M1=Au, Pt or Au/Pt) was collected 73 
after centrifuging and washing with DI water 3 times. Finally, 74 
according to the experimental requirements, PAA-M2 (M2=Ag, Pd or 75 
Ag/Pd) was blended with p-CNT/PSS/PAH-M1 to obtain bi- or tetra-76 
metallic necklace-shaped p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M. Excess metal 77 
salts, PAH or PAA were removed using centrifugation and 78 
successive washings with DI water. Finally, the metal precursor-79 
embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAAs were reduced to metal NP-80 
embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA using NaBH4. 81 
 82 
Catalytic testing of p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M for the reduction 83 
of 4-NPh and SERS measurements. The catalytic reduction of 4-84 
NPh by NaBH4 in the presence of the CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M was 85 
studied by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy; 1 mL of NaBH4 (10 86 
mM) was mixed with 0.5 mL of 4-NPh (0.5 mM) in a UV quartz cell 87 
(1 × 1 cm2), and 0.15 mL of the CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M solution 88 
was added to the mixture in the cell. The absorption spectra were 89 
recorded at constant time intervals in the spectral range of 200–600 90 
nm at room temperature. To measure the SERS of the p-91 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M and 4-ATP, a total of 100 mL of the multi-92 
metallic catalyst solution was dropped onto a glass substrate and 93 
dried in air. Then, 50 mL of an ethanol solution containing 0.25 mM 94 
4-ATP was dropped onto the p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M-coated glass 95 
substrate. Then, the substrate was dried and washed. Finally, SERS 96 
spectra were recorded under a laser beam with an accumulation time 97 
of 5 s and 3 mW of laser power with an excitation wavelength of 98 
632.8 nm. For reusability test, after completing the catalytic reaction, 99 
the catalyst was separated by centrifugation and reused for further 100 
reduction of 4-NPh. 101 
 102 
Characterization. The microscopic characterizations of the 103 
fabricated samples were conducted using field emission-transmission 104 
electron microscopy (FE-TEM) on a JEOL JEM 2100F and using 105 
ultrahigh resolution field emission-scanning electron microscopy 106 
(UHR-FESEM) on a Hitachi S-5500. X-ray photoelectron 107 
spectroscopy (XPS) studies were performed using an Axis NOVA 108 
(Kratos analytical) spectrometer with an aluminum anode (Al Kα, 109 
1486.6 eV) operating at 600 W. Raman analyses were performed 110 
using a scanning confocal Raman microscope (Nanofinder 30, 111 
Tokyo Instruments) with a laser excitation wavelength of 632.8 nm 112 
(HeNe laser). ζ-potential measurements were performed on a 113 
Malvern Nano-ZS Zetasizer at room temperature using ethanol as a 114 
solvent. UV−vis absorption spectra were recorded on a UV-vis-NIR 115 
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-3600). Thermal gravimetric 116 
analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA Instrument Hi-Res TGA 117 
2950 thermogravimetric analyzer at a heating rate of 5 oC/min under 118 
air atmosphere. 119 

III   Results and Discussion 120 

The preparation strategy for constructing the necklace-structure 121 
MWCNTs is shown in Fig. 1a. Pristine MWCNTs (p-CNT) 122 
were initially coated with negatively charged PSS using a 123 
secondary interaction, such as van der Waals (i.e., p-CNT/PSS). 124 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 1 (a) A schematic representation of the necklace-shaped MWCNTs 3 
fabricated by the chronological mixing of anionic and cationic PEs in a 4 
nonstoichiometric ratio. Representative TEM images of (b) p-5 
CNT/PSS, (c) p-CNT/PSS/PAH, and (d) p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. 6 
Arrows indicate discontinuous bumps consisting of PEs on the p-CNT 7 
surface. (e and f) UHR-FESEM images of CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. 8 
 9 
In subsequent steps, negatively charged p-CNT/PSS was 10 
employed as a template for the next step, leading to the 11 
fabrication of the necklace structure of p-CNT. This step was 12 
performed by sequentially coating PAH and PAA onto the p- 13 
CNT/PSS templates using a nonstoichiometric volume ratio. 14 
The TEM micrographs of p-CNT/PSS show a PSS coating with 15 
an irregular thickness on the surfaces of the p-CNTs (Fig. 1b). 16 
The zeta potential value of –55.10 mV confirms that the 17 
negatively charged PSS was coated on the p-CNTs (Fig. S1a). 18 
Subsequently, the zeta potential value changed to a positive 19 
value of +32.28 mV due to the primary amine (-NH3

+) groups 20 
of PAH, which confirmed coating of cationic PAH onto the 21 
anionic p-CNT/PSS templates (Fig. S1b). The obtained semi-22 
necklace structures were denoted as p-CNT/PSS/PAH 23 
elsewhere (Fig. 1c). Finally, the p-CNT/PSS/PAH was further 24 
coated with anionic PAA, and well-defined necklace structures 25 
were obtained (Fig. 1d-f). The zeta potential value was changed 26 
to -4.19 mV due to the presence of the carboxylic acid (-COOH) 27 
groups of PAA (Fig. S1c). Additional electron micrographs 28 
revealed the process of forming neuron-like structures 29 
composed of p-CNT and polyelectrolytes (Fig. S2). 30 
  31 

 32 
 33 

Fig. 2 (a) Raman spectra and (b-d) XPS spectra of p-CNT before (black 34 
line) and after (red line) PSS treatment, (b) survey, (c) C 1s core-level, 35 
and (d) S 2p core-level . 36 

Raman and XPS data further confirmed the stepwise coating of 37 
polyelectrolytes onto p-CNTs. The Raman spectra showed that 38 
the D/G ratio of the p-CNTs increased from 0.95 to 0.99 after 39 
the coating of PSS onto p-CNTs (Fig. 2a). The increasing 40 
intensity of the D-band after the coating of PSS onto the p-41 
CNTs indicates an increasing number of defects on the p-CNT 42 
surfaces.19 Notably, both the D- and G-bands in the p-CNT/PSS 43 
were shifted to higher wavenumbers (from 1343 to 1349 cm-1 44 
for the D-band and from 1564 to 1576 cm-1 for the G-band) 45 
compared to the p-CNTs. This behavior means that the defect 46 
sites of the p-CNTs interact sensitively with the PSS and results 47 
in a debundling of the p-CNTs.20 The XPS data showed a 48 
characteristic peak at 168.7 for S2p3/2, which comes from the 49 
sulfonate groups of PSS in p-CNT/PSS (Fig. 2b and 2d). 50 
Additionally, shifting of the C1s peak of p-CNT from 284.6 eV 51 
to 285.3 eV indicates that PSS possessing a C-S moiety was 52 
coated on the p-CNTs (Fig. 2c). Additional XPS data 53 
confirming the presence of N1S after the coating of PAH onto 54 
the p-CNT/PSS can be found in Fig. S3. 55 

It was observed that the PSS did not wrap the p-CNTs in a 56 
continuous manner but rather formed discontinuous bumps on 57 
the surfaces of the p-CNTs (Fig. 1b). Therefore, when the p-58 
CNT/PSS was employed as a template for additional coating 59 
with cationic PAH through electrostatic interactions, some 60 
interaction points on the bumps of the p-CNT/PSS can be easily 61 
exposed for the next coating. Fig. 1c and S2 clearly show the 62 
bumps that grew on the p-CNT/PSS/PAH surface. The positive 63 
zeta potential value of p-CNT/PSS/PAH (+32.28 mV) indicates 64 
that some free amine groups (-NH3

+) are available for further 65 
interaction. The p-CNT/PSS/PAH was further coated with 66 
anionic PAA (0.6 mg/mL), and the necklace structure of p-67 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was obtained (Fig. 1d-f and S2). When 68 
the PSS was coated onto the p-CNTs, the thickness of PSS at 69 
the bumps was approximately 8 nm, which was 4-fold greater 70 
than the normal thickness of PSS (approx. 2 nm). This result 71 
means that the PSS was coated onto the p-CNTs as the 72 
entangled form and led to the formation of bump structures on 73 
the p-CNTs. In the case of coating PAH onto the p-CNTs, no 74 
bump structures were observed (Fig. S4). We speculate that the 75 
PSS possessing benzene ring moieties, which can effectively 76 
interact with p-CNTs, is coated as the entangled form as a result 77 
of van der Waals interactions, compared to the PAH. Based on 78 
the p-CNT/PSS template, we believe that the formation of 79 
necklace structures was completed using a nonstoichiometric 80 
ratio of PEs (p-CNT/PSS/PAH to PAA). We have previously 81 
reported the synthesis of self-assembled spherical 82 
polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) in aqueous solution by 83 
controlled mixing of PAH and PAA in a nonstoichiometric 84 
ratio.9 The driving force for the formation of spherical PECs is 85 
mainly based on the electrostatic interactions between the 86 
carboxylic groups of PAA and amino groups of PAH in a 87 
nonstoichiometric ratio. In a similar way, a nonstoichiometric 88 
ratio of PAH to PAA was applied for the coating of p-89 
CNT/PSS. We assume that the PSS noncovalently interacted 90 
with p-CNT in the bumps on the p-CNT/PSS template through 91 
their non-charged parts (benzene groups) and that the active 92 
charged groups (sulfonates) exist as the free species. These 93 
charged groups in the bumps are available for binding the 94 
oppositely charged amino groups of PAH. Subsequently, the 95 
PAA is also assembled onto certain irregular bumps. Therefore, 96 
neuron-like structures could be formed on the p-CNTs. 97 
However, in the case of a stoichiometric ratio of p-98 
CNT/PSS/PAH to PAA, no neuron-like structures were formed 99 
and p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAAs were precipitated (Fig. S5). These 100 
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results indicate that the neuron-like structures can only be 1 
formed or developed by using nonstoichiometric ratios of PEs 2 
based on a p-CNT/PSS template. 3 
 Studies of metal NPs have recently received substantial 4 
interest because of their wide range of potential applications in 5 
the biomedical, environmental, and electronic fields. In 6 
addition, considerable endeavors have been directed toward 7 
covalently or noncovalently attaching metal NPs onto the 8 
sidewalls of CNTs and constructing the corresponding 9 
multifunctional hybrid nanostructures to achieve a wider range 10 
of applications.21 In this work, the necklace structure of the 11 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was employed as a support for loading bi- 12 
or tetrametallic NPs, such as Au/Ag, Pt/Ag, Au/Pt, Ag/Pd or 13 
Au/Pt/Ag/Pd NPs. For this purpose, metal precursor-loaded 14 
PAH (PAH-Au or Pt ions) and PAA (PAA-Ag or Pd ions) were 15 
used to assemble the CNT/PSS template instead of bare PAH 16 
and PAA (Fig. S6). Controlled loading of metal precursors 17 
ensured that 45-50% and 30-43% of the charged groups in the 18 
PAH (-NH3

+) and the PAA (-COO-), respectively, were 19 
available for further interactions with the oppositely charged 20 
groups in subsequent steps, as we reported earlier.18 Therefore, 21 
metal precursor-embedded PAH and PAA also enable the 22 
construction of a necklace structure on CNT/PSS. After co-23 
reduction of the multi-metallic precursor-embedded 24 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA using NaBH4, we obtained the 25 
corresponding metal NP-decorated neuron-like structures. 26 
Average size of metal NPs embedded in p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 27 
and comparative component ratio was depicted in Fig S7-S9. 28 
 29 
 30 

 31 
 32 
 33 
Fig. 3 UHR-FESEM micrographs for bimetallic NP-embedded p-34 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA with the corresponding EDX spectra. Insets are 35 
the corresponding STEM images. All scale bars represent 50 nm. 36 
 37 

 Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is generally used for 38 
the determination of non-carbon contents such as metal 39 
catalysts in CNT.22 Therefore, TGA was performed to identify 40 
the metal contents for all composite materials under an air 41 
atmosphere at a heating rate of 5 oC/min in temperature range 42 
from 30 to 700 °C (Fig. S10). The obtained TGA data show two 43 
major weight losses attributed to decomposition of polymer or 44 
amorphous carbon (200 ~ 400 oC) and CNT itself (400 ~ 600 45 
oC). Since p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA in the absence of metal NPs 46 
was also contained 4% of metal components used as catalysts 47 
for CNT growth, the residual metal contents in p-48 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M were calculated by subtracting residual 49 
wt% (4.04%) of the bare p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. The 50 
calculated wt% of metal component was summarized in Table 51 
S1. According to the TGA data, Ag or PdNPs containing 52 
bimetallic p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M (M=Au/Ag and Ag/Pd) 53 
shows higher wt% of metal contents, i.e. 33% and 28.8%, 54 
respectively compare to that of M=Au/Pt (17.9%). This result 55 
may come from due to the existence of plenty of anionic 56 
sulfonate and carboxylic groups in PSS and PAA, respectively 57 
for the binding of cationic metal precursors. In contrast, Au or 58 
Pt only can interact with the amino groups of PAH. 59 
Tetrametallic one (M=Au/Ag/Pt/Pd) contains 38.2 % of metal 60 
residue. 61 
 The UHR-SEM images show that metal NPs composed of 62 
Au/Ag or Pt/Ag are homogeneously distributed on the 63 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA (Fig. 3a and 3b). However, when the 64 
same charges of metal precursors, such as AuCl4

-/PtCl6
2- or 65 

Ag+/Pd2+, were employed, the distribution of metal NPs on the 66 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was slightly different and not 67 
homogeneous (Fig. 3c and 3d). It is presumed that charged 68 
groups (-NH3

+ or -COO-) are differently allocated (not 69 
homogeneous) throughout the CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA because 70 
Au/Pt and Ag/Pd NPs are mainly synthesized on amine (-NH3

+) 71 
and carboxylic (-COO-) groups, respectively. Therefore, metal 72 
ions with the same charges are concentrated on certain points of 73 
the CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. This result indicates that the CNTs 74 
were not completely or homogeneously covered with PEs upon 75 
each PE coating, which led to the formation of bump structures 76 
on the CNTs. 77 
 Fig. 4 shows highly loaded tetrametallic NPs on 78 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA structures, and the EDX data confirm 79 
their existence. Four types of NPs were homogeneously 80 
distributed throughout the CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA structures due 81 
to the use of oppositely charged metal precursors. This result 82 
indicates that the proposed necklace structure of 83 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA could be a promising support for the 84 
loading of multi-metallic NPs with ultrahigh density. 85 
 It is reported that, the co-reduction method of multi-metallic 86 
precursors produces intermetallic or alloy-typed NPs.8,9 87 
Core/shell and heterostructure NPs are more easily synthesized 88 
by seeded-growth strategy.18 To identify the structure analysis 89 
of metal NPs in CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA matrix, X-ray diffraction 90 
(XRD) analysis was performed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 91 
pattern of monometallic NP-embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA, 92 
where the metal was Au, Ag, Pt and Pd was indexed to (111), 93 
(200), (220) and (300) facets of a face-centre-cubic lattice with 94 
their corresponding diffraction pattern of (111) planes at 38.30o, 95 
38.27o, 38.50o and 38.51o, respectively (Fig. S11a). On the 96 
other hand, the patterns of the (111) plane of bimetallic NP-97 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA were detected at 38.0o, 38.07o and 38.1o 98 
for Au/Ag, Ag/Pd and Au/Pt, respectively with lower angle-99 
side shift compare to their individual NPs (Fig. S11b). 100 
Generally, as the metallic bond-length of multi-metallic alloy 101 
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 1 
 2 
 3 
Fig. 4 (a-d) UHR-FESEM micrographs for tetrametallic NP-4 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA in (a and c) low and (b and d) high magnification. 5 
All scale bars represent 100 nm. (e) Corresponding EDX data. The 6 
EDX data confirm the existence of metal NPs (Au/Pt/Ag/Pd). 7 
 8 
 9 
NPs increases, the spacing between the adjacent planes of NPs 10 
also increases in comparison to the spacing obtained before the 11 
formation of the alloy.23,24 The obtained results reveal an 12 
expansion of the lattice due to the formation of alloy-typed 13 
bimetallic composition. In case of tetrametallic system, p-14 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M (M=Au/Pt/Ag/Pd), we also observed a 15 
similar tendency with bimetallic system showing a wide-range 16 
peak at 37.74o which appeared at lower angle position than 17 
their constituent metal NPs. 18 
 XPS spectra can provide us with further information 19 
regarding the chemical state of the alloy NPs and their 20 
comparative component ratio in the p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 21 
supports. Fig. S12 presents the XPS spectra of bi-, and 22 
tertametallic NP-embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA displaying 23 
Au/Ag, Au/Pt, Ag/Pd and Au/Ag/Pt/Pd NPs consisted of 24 
doublets of each constituent metal particle corresponding to 25 
zero-valence (metallic) states of Au, Ag, Pt and Pd.25-27 Fig. 26 
S13 displays deconvoluted XPS data for Ag 3d of AgNP 27 
containing CNT supports, where both Ag 3d5/2 and Ag 3d3/2 28 
could be resolved into two peaks, respectively. The peaks for 29 
the Ag 3d5/2 (368.3 ~ 368.4 eV) and Ag 3d3/2 (374.3 ~ 374.4 eV) 30 
could be assigned to metallic Ag (blue dot lines), and the weak 31 
peaks for the Ag 3d5/2 (367.5 eV) and Ag 3d3/2 (373.8 eV) 32 
peaks could be assigned to oxidized Ag (green dot lines).28 We 33 
believe the partially oxidized silver may be due to an exposure 34 
to air during reduction process. Table S2 shows the 35 
comparative mass% obtained from XPS analysis for each metal 36 
component in bi-, and tetrametallic system, which shows almost 37 
identical to metal composition ratio (%) observed from EDX 38 
analysis (Fig. S8 and S9). 39 

 The UV absorbance measurements also conducted to further 40 
confirm the synthesis of alloy-typed metal NPs (Fig. S14). For 41 
the comparison, mono-, bi-, and tetrametallic compositions 42 
were tested. Generally, individual Au and AgNPs exhibit the 43 
strong surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The average particle 44 
sizes, 9.81 nm for AuNPs and 10.93 nm for AgNPs (Fig. S7) 45 
were favourable for obtaining their strong absorbance peaks at 46 
541 and 401 mm, respectively (Fig. S14a). In contrast, Pt and 47 
Pd did not show any specific absorption due to their weak SPR 48 
effects. In case of bi-, and tetrametallic compositions, broad and 49 
single UV absorbance peaks appeared, which seemed to be 50 
average of their constituent metal NPs (Fig. S14b). For 51 
example, UV absorbance peaks of bimetallic NP-52 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA were detected at 483 nm, 515 nm and 387 53 
nm for Au/Ag (Ave. size 5.37 nm), Au/Pt (Ave. size 8.9 nm) 54 
and Ag/Pd (Ave. size 5.07 nm), respectively in broaden feature. 55 
In addition, the absorption peak of tetrametallic Au/Pt/Ag/Pd 56 
became more broaden than that of bimetallic one. These results 57 
are clearly different from core-sell or separate entities structure 58 
which have been characterized in our previous report18. 59 
Therefore, it could be confirmed that bi-, or tetrametallic alloys 60 
were formed after loading and co-reduction of metal precursors 61 
onto the p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA surface. 62 
 To explore potential applications of the neuron-like 63 
structures, bi- and tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 64 
composites were employed as catalysts for the reduction of 4-65 
nitrophenol (4-NPh). As a model system, the reduction of 4-66 
NPh, which is a toxic material generated from industrial 67 
wastewater, to 4-aminophenol (4-APh) was chosen. After the 68 
addition of the catalysts into a 4-NPh solution, the conversion 69 
rates of the reaction were monitored using UV-vis absorption 70 
spectroscopy. As the reaction progressed, the absorption peak 71 
of 4-NPh at 400 nm slowly diminished with the simultaneous 72 
appearance of a new peak at approximately 300 nm in all 73 
cases,29 which indicates the formation of 4-APh (Fig. S15). The 74 
conversion rate after 3 minutes for the reduction of 4-NPh to 4-75 
APh using tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was 96.8%, 76 
which was higher than the bimetallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA 77 
(Fig. 5a and 5b). It was hypothesized that the better 78 
performance of the tetrametallic sample resulted from the 79 
synergetic effect between multi-metallic NPs and the increasing 80 
number of NPs. In general, it is well known that AuNPs have a 81 
higher catalytic effect on the reduction of 4-NPh than other 82 
noble metal NPs. Therefore, bimetallic catalysts containing Au 83 
NPs exhibited a higher rate of conversion than other bimetallic 84 
compositions. More interestingly, the conversion rate obtained 85 
using the tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was even 86 
higher than that obtained using the tetrametallic NP-polymer 87 
particles, in which the metal NPs were prepared using the same 88 
method as the current work, as previously reported.18 We 89 
believe that the enhanced catalytic properties are attributed to 90 
the CNTs possessing large surface areas and metallic properties, 91 
which provide high NP loading and effective electron transport, 92 
respectively. For parallel comparison, the p-93 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA itself as a matrix was also tested for the 94 
catalytic performance. The p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA showed 95 
extremely lower catalytic property, and the reduction did not 96 
complete for more than 1 hour (Fig. S17). It means that without 97 
metal NP catalysts in p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA matix, the 98 
catalytic reaction did not proceed. 99 
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 1 
 2 
 3 
Fig. 5 (a) The conversion rates for the reduction of 4-NPh in the 4 
presence of bi- and tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. (b) 5 
Comparative % of conversion after 3 min. (c) SERS spectra of 4-ATP 6 
adsorbed on the bi- and tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. 7 
 8 
 Furthermore, structural integrity for the reusability for the 9 
reduction of 4-NPh has been investigated using the tetrametallic 10 
system as a representative catalyst. Fig. S16 shows comparative 11 
catalytic performance of p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-M 12 
(M=Au/Ag/Pt/Pd) for the 1st and 2nd uses. Although the 13 
reduction rate was relatively slow, it took 7 min to reduce 95% 14 
of 4-NPh for the 3rd use, it still showed enough amount of metal 15 
catalysts within p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA maintaining their 16 
similar size with that of before using for further catalytic use. 17 
Slightly deformed structure of the p-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA after 18 
the 3rd use might be due to a mechanical stress during the 19 
multiple washing processes using centrifugation (15000 rpm for 20 
15 min) for its separation from the mixture (Fig. S16f). 21 
 We also evaluated the SERS activities of bi- and 22 
tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA for the fabrication of 23 
significant SERS substrates. Fig. 5c displays the Raman spectra 24 
before and after the adsorption of 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) 25 
onto the surfaces of the tetrametallic NP- CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA. 26 
The respective peak shifts from 1082 cm-1 (a1 vibrational mode) 27 
and 1591 cm-1 to 1066 cm-1 and 1563 cm-1 were observed due 28 
to the formation of strong chemical bonds by direct contact of 29 
the thiol groups in 4-ATP with the metal NPs in the 30 
CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA.30 Other peaks located at 1134, 1180, 31 
1377, 1419 and 1563 cm-1 (b2 vibrational modes) became 32 
stronger compared to those of bare 4-ATP. A significant charge 33 
transfer (CT) contribution was shown by the considerable 34 
enhancement of b2 at 1134 cm-1 compared to that of a1 at 1066 35 
cm-1. For tetrametallic NP (Au/Pt/Ag/Pd), bimetallic NP 36 
(Ag/Pd), and bimetallic NPs (Au/Ag), the relative intensity 37 
ratios of b2/a1 were 1.48, 1.32, and 1.15, respectively. In 38 
addition, the comparative intensity ratios, such as 39 
I1134(Au/Pt/Ag/Pd)/I1134(Ag/Pd) and I1134(Au/Pt/Ag/Pd)/I1134(Au/Ag), were 40 
1.72 and 2.51, respectively. These results suggest that 41 
tetrametallic NP-CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA has a higher rate of 42 
charge transfer between metal NPs and the 4-ATP molecules 43 
compared to that of bimetallic compositions. For the 44 

tetrametallic composition, the interstitial gaps present between 45 
the adjacent metallic nanostructures reduced due the increasing 46 
number of NPs, and the coupled plasmon resonance shifted to 47 
the red. Therefore, the electromagnetic field increases at the 48 
junction of the aggregated NPs, called the ‘hot spots’, upon 49 
optical excitation. The hot spots are greatly favorable for 50 
enhancing SERS effects.31 Moreover, the high aggregation 51 
tendency of Ag may contribute to producing a large number of 52 
electromagnetic hot spots.32 For this reason, CNTs containing 53 
AgNPs, such as CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA-Au/Ag or -Ag/Pd, 54 
showed higher SERS effects than CNTs without AgNPs. 55 

IV   Conclusions 56 

In conclusion, neuron-like structures consisting of CNTs and 57 
PEs were successfully prepared and utilized for the ultrahigh 58 
loading of multi-metallic NPs. The CNTs coated with PSS were 59 
used as a template for the neuron-like architecture using the 60 
sequential adsorption of PAH and PAA in a nonstoichiometric 61 
ratio. Because the PSS formed discontinuous bumps on the 62 
surface of the CNTs, successive PAH and PAA were assembled 63 
onto the irregular bumps on the CNT/PSS, which led to the 64 
formation of neuron-shaped hybrid structures. The self-65 
assembly of PEs on CNTs yields neuron-like structures, which 66 
provide increased surface area and binding sites for a high 67 
loading of multi-metallic NPs. Moreover, it exhibited a 68 
selective binding tendency and special arrangement of NPs 69 
when the same types of metal precursors were used, which 70 
indicates that the distribution of certain types of NPs can be 71 
controlled within the nanostructures. The multi-metallic NP-72 
embedded CNT/PSS/PAH/PAA was demonstrated to be a 73 
SERS substrate and catalyst for the reduction of 4-NPh. We 74 
expect that the methodology presented here can be extended to 75 
other systems, opening up novel applications through the 76 
synthesis of unique nanostructures. 77 
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